Day 2 Sustainable Cleveland Summit - Thursday, Oct 21st  
2:15 PM – 3:15 PM EST

Sustainable Cleveland Dashboard: Measuring Our Progress in Becoming a Green City on a Blue Lake

Interactive discussion on Sustainable Cleveland’s refreshed dashboard of indicators.

Presenters:
- Jason Wood, Chief of Sustainability, City of Cleveland – Mayor’s Office of Sustainability

Detailed Description: "Since 2009, Sustainable Cleveland has been working to build an economic engine to power a green city on a blue lake, where all residents can thrive. But how will we know when we’ve become a “green city” on a “blue lake”? For several years, the Sustainable Cleveland dashboard of indicators has been a tool to report on sustainability progress in the built, business, social, and natural environments. As we look to update the Sustainable Cleveland website, there is a timely opportunity to refresh our dashboard of indicators to reflect impact metrics of the Cleveland Climate Action Plan, LEED for Cities, and other sustainability platforms.

In this interactive session, participants will get an overview of the existing Sustainable Cleveland dashboard, an introduction to the proposed updates to the dashboard, and an opportunity to provide
input on the types and level of sustainability metrics they would like to see reported out. This session is part of a three-part series on Cleveland’s LEED for Cities certification and the Sustainable Cleveland Dashboard, which will explore our ongoing sustainability tracking and reporting efforts, and help collaboratively identify priority metrics to drive climate action.

**Resources shared during the session:**
- Sustainable Cleveland

**Email addresses & other contact info:**
Jason Wood: jwood@clevelandohio.gov
- Sustainable Cleveland
  75 Eireview Plaza, Suite 115
  Cleveland, OH 44114
  (216) 664-2455